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Abstract

There is currently an enormous performance differential, as much as a factor of ten,

between the write performance of local file systems and that of distributed file sys-

tems, such as the popular NFS [1]. Moreover, the underlying cause of this

performance gap is such that as disks with faster transfer rates, or as multiple disks

in parallel, are used, this performance differential can only increase.

The performance differential is often attributed to the stateless nature of the distri-

buted file system protocol, and many stateful protocols have been developed, partly

justified by the increased file system write performance that results. Stateful proto-

cols, however, are considerably more complex than stateless ones, and should be

avoided if possible.

The poor write performance of distributed file systems is actually due to a mismatch

between the stateless file system protocols, which require the file system to be written

synchronously, and current file system designs, which perform very poorly at writing

synchronously. This mismatch can be rectified either by changing to stateful proto-

cols, or by developing file systems that are good at writing synchronously.

This paper describes the design of the Acacia synchronous file system, and analyses

the performance of a prototype, user-level server implementation. The prototype’s

performance already exceeds that of NFS, and detailed analysis of its performance

indicates that further development will result in write performance similar to that of

existing local file systems.

* This work is supported by the Fujitsu-ANU Joint Research Agreement.
� E-mail: Brad.Broom@cs.anu.edu.au
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1. Introduction

Recent, very large performance improvements in central processor speeds, of approximately
40% per year, have been accompanied by more modest improvements in the speed of secondary
memory, where disk drive performance has increased by only 7% to 8% per year. Consequently,

file system performance, or the lack thereof, is increasingly the cause of poor system perform-
ance.

Poor file system performance is especially detrimental in a distributed environment, where cli-

ents, such as workstations and / or X-terminal CPU servers access common files stored on a
central file server, using a distributed file system protocol, such as NFS [1]. The client / server
approach simplifies network administration, since only one copy of a software package needs to

be maintained, and has cost advantages, since a small number of large disks is cheaper than a large
number of small disks. However, this approach has performance disadvantages, which are be-

coming more severe as the power and number of the clients increase.

One reason for the poor performance of distributed file servers is that the design of the server file
systems is not appropriate for use in conjunction with the common distributed file system proto-
cols. To simplify crash recovery, many distributed file system protocols, such as the widely used

NFS, are stateless: servers do not maintain state information about their clients, and the clients
are not affected by server crashes or network outages (except for a significant performance drop):

the client simply retries failed transactions until a positive acknowledgment is received from the
server. A consequence of stateless protocols is that all client writes must be written to stable sto-
rage before the server acknowledges the request. Otherwise a server crash after the

acknowledgment was sent, but before the data was committed, would result in the data being lost.

That is, such synchronous writes must occur at the same time as the request; in particular, before
the server acknowledges the request. A synchronous file server is a file server that can efficiently

perform synchronous writes.

Current file system designs, however, are not well suited to synchronous write operations, and
are especially poor at writing, synchronously, to several files concurrently. The latter situation

is common in a distributed environment, where each client is working on separate files. It is also
common when small file creation is involved, since this requires writing the directory as well as
the file itself. In most workstation environments, small files are created more frequently than

large files [5].

This paper describes a synchronous file system; that is, a file system that is efficient when writing
synchronously, and thus able to deliver high performance when used in a distributed file system.

It has been developed in the context of the Acacia parallel / distributed file system for high per-
formance multi-computers [4], although it is also useful for distributed systems based on local

area networks.
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The following section describes current file system designs and explains why they do not perform

well at synchronous writing. Section 3 describes the design requirements of a file system suited
to synchronous writing, and describes the log-structured file system approach. Section 4 de-

scribes the Acacia file system design, and section 5 analyses the performance of the current
implementation. Finally, section 6 summarises the results and outlines further research.

2. Analysis of Current File System Designs

A contemporary file system design, such as the Unix Fast File System [2], divides the disk (or
disk partition) into small groups of disk cylinders called cylinder groups. Each cylinder group

contains a small number of file descriptor entries (or inodes in Unix terminology) and the rest
is used for file data blocks. The file data is written, if possible, into the same cylinder group as

the file’s inode, at locations highly optimised to reduce the time subsequently taken to read the
file. Once the file reaches a certain size, subsequent data blocks are written in a different cylinder
group to prevent a single file from using all the available space in any particular group.

When data is written to the file, the disk must seek to the cylinder containing the file data, write

the data, then seek to the cylinder containing the inode, and update the inode. Both of these seeks
and both of these writes must be performed before the server responds to the client. If the client

is creating a new file, the server must create and write the inode, modify and rewrite the directory
file containing the new file, and update the inode for the directory file, then reply to the client,
which writes the file data. For each new data block appended to the file, the server must allocate

and write the new file data block, update the file’s inode, and then reply to the client.

When used in a local file system, the Unix Fast File System is not required to update the disk
before the client, in this case the local operating system, proceeds further; modified data blocks

are stored in the system’s file buffer until written to disk at the file system’s convenience. Conse-
quently, the file system can optimise the order in which blocks are written to disk, and even avoid
some writes, since the file’s inode need not be written to disk after every single update.

When used in a distributed file system, however, both the data and meta-data (inode) blocks must
be written to disk before the server can reply to the client. Consequently, the server must do many
seeks between comparatively small writes, and the effective bandwidth of the disk will be sub-

stantially below its maximum transfer rate. For example, based on the typical disk profile shown
in figure 1, appending one 8 Kbyte block (the largest size allowed by NFS) to a file requires a

seek of an average approximately 17 msec, an average rotational latency of 8.3 msec, a data
transfer to the SCSI controller of 2 msec, a write of 3.7 msec, a seek to the inode of another 17
msec, a rotational latency of 8.3 msec, and a write of 0.5 msec (if only the single sector containing

the modified inode is rewritten). The total delay of 56.8 msec is more than ten times that actually
required for writing data to the disk (4.2 msec). Under these assumptions, the server write

throughput would be 140 Kbyte/sec.
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Figure 1. Typical SCSI Disk Profile
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If the server is required to write multiple files concurrently, the seeks involved will take even
longer, if, as is likely, the files are stored in different cylinder groups.

By way of comparison, simple experiments with NFS under SunOS 4.1, using a disk with charac-
teristics similar to the one shown in figure 1, obtained write throughputs of at most 80 Kbyte/sec,

which is somewhat less than the above analysis suggests. Although the maximum performance
may be slightly greater, this figure is a reasonable estimate of NFS performance. It is much less
than a tenth of the disk’s bandwidth.

These inefficiencies can be partially overcome by including in the client a number of block I/O

daemons, which write data asynchronously to the application. That is, when an application writes
a disk block, that write is passed to a block I/O daemon which actually writes the block to the

file server, and waits for the server to respond, while the application continues asynchronously.
That is, the client machine, not the client application, must do synchronous updates.

Each of these block I/O daemons can execute their writes concurrently. If the writes are to the
same file, the server may be able to write all of the data blocks concerned before seeking to and

updating the inode and replying to all of the requests at once. If eight block I/O daemons are in-
volved, the group of transactions will require a 17 msec seek, an 8.3 msec rotational delay, eight
writes of 5.7 msec each (including transfer time), a seek of 17 msec, a rotational delay of 8.3 msec,

and a single write of 0.5 msec. The total delay in this nearly optimum case is 96.7 msec, more
than twice that required to write the data itself. Under these conditions, the server write through-

put would be 660 Kbyte/sec.

The inefficiencies described above are caused by the need to seek between the data and meta-data
blocks in the file system. Buying disks with faster transfer rates, or connecting multiple disks in
parallel, as in RAID systems [6], will achieve limited performance improvements, since two of

the significant delays—the seek and rotational latencies—are not improved by such techniques.

3. Synchronous File System Design Requirements

As identified by Ousterhout [7], file system write performance can be dramatically improved by

re-organising the file system so that seeks between data and meta-data are not required, and the
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effect of rotational latencies can be minimised by writing very large amounts of data at a time.

In the Sprite log-structured file system, Ousterhout used write sizes of up to a megabyte, although
subsequent analysis [9] shows that these large writes reduce overall read performance, and that

the ideal write size for optimising both read and write performance falls in a broad range between
40 and 70 Kbytes.

Eliminating seeks between the data and meta-data means that the meta-data can no longer occupy
a fixed position on the disk, as in conventional file systems. Instead, the meta-data must be written

very close to the data itself.

One approach for storing data and meta-data close together is as a log-structured file system [8],

in which all changed data and meta-data is appended to a (logically) write once log. When a disk
block is updated, for example, both the new contents of the disk block and the updated inode are
appended to the log. When the tail of the log stored in primary memory has grown sufficiently

large, it is written in one large piece to the end of the disk copy of the log. During operation, pri-
mary memory tables store the locations of file meta-data so that the log need not be accessed for

every read operation. When the file system is restarted, the log is read to determine the current
state of the file system, and the current location of file meta-data. Periodically, the current file
system state is dumped to one of two reserved locations of the disk, to limit the length of log that

needs to be reread when the file system is restarted.

When the log has reached the end of the disk, deleted or updated data has left holes in the log,
so the write position of the log wraps around to the start of the disk and writes in those holes.
Clearly, good performance requires these holes to be reasonably large, and a free space compac-

tion algorithm, similar to a garbage collector, must be used. Appropriate algorithms for the Sprite
design are described by Rosenblum and Ousterhout [8].

The Sprite log-structured file-system was not designed specifically for synchronous operation,
since Sprite uses a stateful distributed file system protocol and a complex recovery protocol.

Nevertheless, the Sprite log-structured file system will likely support a stateless distributed file
system protocol reasonably well for loads dominated by writes, since under such conditions the

heads will rarely have to seek to the end of the log. The server can accumulate whatever writes
occur within a reasonable time, and then append an appropriately sized section to the log without
imposing undue latencies on its clients. However, when reads occur, the heads will have to seek

from the current read position to the current end of the write log, and afterwards seek back to the
next read position. Thus, for write loads interspersed in moderate read loads, a log-structured file

system will deliver inferior performance, because seeks will often be required for comparatively
small amounts of data read or written.

The principle of storing the meta-data on the same cylinder as the data clearly applies to a syn-
chronous file system, but the need to seek between the current read position and the end of the

log does not. A synchronous file system should allow all data and meta-data to be written in any
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cylinder close to the current read position having sufficient free space, and for the write to occur

without unnecessary rotational delays.

4. The Acacia File System Design

4.1. Overall Design

The Acacia file system consists of inodes, which contain details about individual files, such as
protection information, and in particular pointers to data blocks, indirect blocks (which contain

pointers to data blocks), or doubly indirect blocks. So far, the Acacia file system is very similar
to the Unix Fast File System.

Unlike the Unix Fast File System, inodes do not reside at fixed disk locations. Instead, inodes

are grouped into inode blocks, which are written at any convenient location. To facilitate the sub-
sequent location of an inode block, pointers to the current locations of the inode blocks are
maintained. To support a large number of inodes, these pointers are maintained in inode indirect

blocks.

The inode indirect blocks are also not written at fixed locations, and pointers to the inode indirect
blocks must be maintained. The number of inode indirect blocks is small enough that these

pointers can be stored in the file system’s superblock.

The superblock contains details about the file system’s organisation, including the low level name
of the file system, its capacity, and so on. It also includes the pointers described above to the inode

indirect blocks.

A disk write operation therefore requires writing the new data block(s), indirect block(s) (if any),
inode block, inode indirect block, and superblock. All blocks in this sequence must be written,

since each contains a pointer to the previous block(s) in the sequence.

However, the only ordering constraint on the above writes is that the superblock write occurs last.
Before it occurs, no change in the file system is recorded. Once it has occurred, the disk copy of

the superblock contains an updated pointer to the new inode indirect block, which contains a
pointer to the new inode block, which contains pointers to the new data and indirect blocks. Thus,
the update is now committed to disk, the disk space previously occupied by updated data can be

released, and the client can be notified that the write is complete.

4.2. Seek Optimisation

Clearly, the superblock cannot be stored at a fixed location on the disk, since that would require
two seeks for each update, which is the reason current file systems perform badly. In Acacia, one

block per cylinder is permanently reserved for the superblock. An update operation finishes by
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Figure 2. Logical File System Organisation

writing the superblock into the reserved block in the current cylinder. So that the current super-

block can be identified when the file system is restarted, the superblock contains a sequence
number which is incremented each time the superblock is updated; on restart, the file system

simply searches for the superblock with the greatest sequence number.

The cylinder(s) on which an update is written is not constrained by the file system. If only one
update is pending, the file system might seek to the closest cylinder with sufficient free space,

whereas if many updates are pending, it may seek slightly further to locate a group of cylinders
with more free space.

The reservation of a superblock entry in each cylinder is a classic space/time trade-off. For current
disks, having the typical disk characteristics shown in figure 1, one block per cylinder is approxi-

mately one percent of the available space. Additional free space is highly desirable so that writes
can usually be performed in a single cylinder, close to the current position. Although detailed per-

formance studies for nearly full disks have not yet been done, it is likely that the necessary free
space will be similar to that of the Unix Fast File System, in which ten percent of the file system
is so reserved.

4.3. Rotational Optimisation

Rotational delays are second greatest source of delay after seek delays. The majority of disks
rotate at 3600 rpm, and so each write suffers an average rotational latency of 8.3 msec. The

simplest way of avoiding rotational delays is to do large consecutive writes, as in log-structured
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file systems. However, this strategy is not applicable to the Acacia design since the superblock

must be written to a fixed location in each cylinder. Thus, each update must consist of at least
two writes: one for the non-superblock data and one for the superblock. Also, it is unlikely that

all the free space in a cylinder is located contiguously so that a single large write can be issued.

Moreover, the Sun operating system automatically decomposes large (≥ 64 Kbyte) writes into

several smaller ones, so the file system may as well decompose such large writes itself, so that
it can allocate disk resources appropriately.

Since the superblock location is fixed, the file system allocates the write immediately before the
superblock so that it will finish several blocks before the rotational position of the superblock,
thus allowing time for the superblock write to be issued before it passes the disk heads. Similarly,

the write before that one is allocated so that it finishes several blocks before the rotational position
of the start of the next write, and so on. Consequently, the rotational latencies are such that they

just cover the time taken to issue the following write command. The only rotational latency that
cannot be so covered is the one before the very first write in the sequence.

If the disk involved is on the SCSI bus, as are most currently available cheap disks, the time re-
quired to issue a write command includes the time required to transfer the data into the
controller’s write buffer. The maximum write speed is thus given by the following equation:

SpeedWrite �
1

1
SpeedRot

�
1

SpeedTransfer

 . For the typical disk described above, this is approximately

1.4 Mbytes/sec. In practice, such a perfect match between data transfer and disk writes will not
occur, and actual write rates will be somewhat less than the above figure.

5. Performance of the Prototype Implementation

To analyse the performance of the file system, a simple, single-threaded server has been implem-
ented and measured. Clients communicate with the server via the stateless Acacia protocol [4]

over TCP. The server, which runs in user-mode on the remote machine, reads incoming requests,
updates the disks, and then replies to the client.

Because the server is single-threaded, it cannot overlap request input and disk updating, nor can
it combine several small requests into a single larger request. Consequently, its performance will
be substantially below that of a multi-threaded, kernel-mode server.

Figure 3 shows the file server’s write speed as seen by the client, for one, two, and three block
I/O daemons. The dotted line shows the speed for a single client, the dashed line the speed for

two clients, and the solid line the speed for three clients. Write speed, which is between two and
three times that of NFS, increases marginally as the request size increases from 40 to 100 Kbytes,

whereas the number of clients does not significantly affect performance.
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Figure 3. Average write speed seen by the client.
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Figure 3 is more a reflection of the server’s single-threaded implementation than a true test of
the file system’s design. The server reads an input request, computes the necessary disk writes,
and then does those disk writes. Detailed traces show that the first two steps consume a significant

portion of the server’s time, and hence dominate performance. In a multi-threaded server, the first
two steps can be performed while the previous request is being written to disk. Consequently,

the “raw” performance of the server’s disk updating algorithm was measured by recording the
time immediately before and after each disk write sequence. The results are shown in Figure 4.
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This graph is a better guide to the ultimate file system performance achievable by a multi-
threaded server. It shows write performance increasing from 550 Kbytes/sec for 40 Kbyte writes

to 850 Kbytes/sec for 100 Kbyte writes. The latter is comparable to the speed of existing local
file systems. In practice, such speeds might not be achievable using existing local area networks

such as ethernet.

These speeds, however, are still substantially below the maximum write speed for the disk con-

cerned (1.4 Mbyte/sec), especially for the smaller writes in the figure. The low performance for
the smaller writes is due to the larger proportion of the disk’s write bandwidth being used for file

system meta-data. Figure 5 shows the speed at which all data, user and meta-data, is written to
disk. While the write bandwidth for smaller writes is still below that of the larger writes, the dif-
ference is not so great. In a multi-threaded server, several small write requests could be combined
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into a single update, with substantial savings in the amount of meta-data written. Also, the current

implementation stores user-data and meta-data in the same size blocks, 4 Kbytes, requiring sub-
stantially more meta-data to be written than is strictly necessary. Reducing the block size or being

more sophisticated with the meta-data could reduce this overhead.

Figure 5. Average Raw File System Write Performance (all data).
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There are several reasons why overall write performance falls below the disk’s maximum write
rate. Firstly, the first write in each write sequence occurs at a random rotational location, which

results in a random latency of up to 16.7 msec before the write sequence actually commences.
The effect of this latency will be greater for smaller write requests. Figure 6 shows the distribution
of write speeds for individual write requests (for sizes from 40 Kbytes to 100 Kbytes). Part of

the distribution is caused by random rotational latencies.
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Figure 6. Histogram of Raw File System Write Performance (all data).

Secondly, the server does not separate writes by the optimum rotational amount, because schedul-

ing delays of the user-mode server would often result in a write being missed, and the server
would have to wait an additional full rotation time for the write to complete. Consequently, some
leeway has been built in to the allocation of write blocks. In a kernel-mode implementation, more

nearly optimal write locations could be allocated. In any case, however, there will always be some
mismatch between transfer delays and the rotation time of an integral number of blocks, so that

performance equal to the theoretical maximum should not be expected. Also, occasional seeks
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between adjacent cylinders are required, which will add approximately 4 msec (the minimum

seek time) to the required write time.

Thirdly, the algorithm currently used to allocate the write blocks at optimal (in the above sense)
rotational positions is very simple, and thus computationally expensive. When the algorithm can-
not determine the optimal write sequence in a reasonable time, it aborts the computation and

allocates the required disk blocks using the simplest possible method, which usually results in
a write sequence with long internal latencies. These poor sequences would not occur as frequently

if better allocation algorithms could be developed.

Fourthly, the precise geometry of a SCSI disk is not known. Operating systems such as SunOS

maintain a disk label that includes quantities called the number of cylinders, the number of heads,
and the number of sectors per track. However, for SCSI disks these figures need not have any

relation to the actual disk geometry, except that the total number of sectors implied by those fig-
ures is at most the actual number of sectors on the disk. Also, the SCSI controller hides surface
defects from the host computer, remapping logical sectors to functional areas of the disk. Al-

though these actions make the device much simpler to use, it also makes performance
optimisation more difficult.

Finally, the user-mode server is subject to scheduling delays beyond its control, the other parti-
tions on the disk may be referenced by other processes, causing the heads to move away from

the current cylinder, and other traffic on the SCSI bus may delay the server’s operations. All of
these contribute very large random delays to the file server’s performance. Disks reserved in their

entirety for use by Acacia, and a kernel-mode implementation would reduce these delays.

6. Conclusions and Further Research

The Acacia synchronous file server has demonstrated that distributed file servers using stateless

protocols can achieve the same write performance as existing local file systems, and significantly
greater performance than existing distributed file systems such as NFS. Moreover, the file system
need not seek while updating the disk, so the file system’s performance will scale as disk transfer

speeds increase, and as multiple disks are connected in parallel, as in RAID systems.

The prototype server is currently being ported to the AP1000 multi-computer [3], where it will
control SCSI disks attached to individual processing nodes within that machine. This port will
effectively be a kernel-mode implementation, and a multi-threaded implementation is being

developed. Using the high bandwidth communications network inside the AP1000, this imple-
mentation will be able to verify the claims made here.

The algorithm used by the current server to allocate write blocks within a cylinder is very poor.
It is computationally expensive, and does not always produce a reasonable result within a reason-
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able time. Better algorithms for finding appropriate sequences of write blocks would decrease

the processor requirements of the file system and improve the average server speed.

As with log-structured file systems, the synchronous file system requires a “good” distribution
of free space within the disk to achieve high performance, although the requirements are some-

what different and a little less stringent. Rosenblum and Ousterhout [8] have done a detailed
analysis of cleaning algorithms for log-structured file systems; a similar analysis for synchronous

file systems is required.

Finally, as processor speeds continue to outstrip disk speeds, multi-disk file systems will become
more common. The optimum file system organisation for such disks needs to be investigated.

Particular issues include the number and placement of reserved superblock locations, and the ap-
propriate use of different disks for combinations of reading and writing.
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